
Challenge homework, Year 6, Spr 1 
Happy new year! The homework below is set so it allows creativity, conversation and most of all, enjoyment for learning. At the end of the half term, we take 

a photo of each child with their completed work and this gets stuck into their topic book and we celebrate their extra effort. We recommend that children do 

one piece a week, or take on a more ambitious project which at times might take several weeks. We look forward to seeing some magnificent homework!  

In Ancient Egypt, masks were 
used for rituals and as death 
masks. Can you design, or even 
make, a mask for a particular 
purpose? 

Research a person who has 
achieved something significant 
and create a piece of work which 
highlights their accomplishments.  

Find examples of quest stories in 
books either at home or at a 
library. Read one and write a 
‘tweet’ after each chapter (either 
140 or 280 characters!)  

This term, it is important we 
support each other in getting 
ready for our SATs. Create a 
poster with an inspirational quote 
to encourage your peers. 

Look for examples of art which 
uses light effectively. Can you 
create your own piece of artwork 
which does the same? 

Build your own tomb for a very 
important person from Ancient 
Egyptian times. What detail can 
you add to tell historians more 
about your tomb? 

Can you design an advertisement 
for Leeds City museum or another 
place of your choosing? 

Find examples of fractions, decimals 
and percentages wherever you go. 
What do they mean? What does it 
show? This would be great knowledge 
for your SATs 

Does anyone in your family sew 
or knit? If so, ask them to teach 
you about different types of 
stitching. Perhaps you could even 
do some together. 

Remember: please keep reading with your child as often as possible and use the maths facts passport homework sheets to talk 

about maths and to help your child learn those vital facts. You can find extra guidance on this on our class webpage, including some 

super reading questions to ask and information on times tables rockstars.  


